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The Argentinean Crisis
Free market policies carried out by emerging economies have often
been criticized. These criticisms have been stimulated by the finan
cial and economic crises recently suffered by countries that were
implementing "adequate" economic reforms. These crises include
the Mexican tequila crisis of 1994–95, the East Asian crises of 1997,
the Brazilian crisis of 1998 and the Argentinean crisis of 2001.
This note reviews a particular case, that of Argentina, to see
whether in fact marketbased economic policies could be blamed
for the current economic hardships and rising poverty in this coun
try. Argentina is a good example. It started out as one of the richest
countries in the world at the beginning of the 20th century, but
turned into a second world country by the end of the century. To a
great extent, this was due to inadequate economic policies carried
out by populist governments. These policies led to recurrent crises,
with high fiscal deficits, high inflation and large devaluations.
But in 1991, newlyelected President Menem introduced signifi
cant free market reforms that were highly praised by the interna
tional community. In fact, the "successes" of Argentina's economic
measures were highly praised even as late as 1998, when President
Menem was invited to address the Annual Meeting of the
IMF/World Bank along with President Clinton.
However, these successes turned into a major economic and politi
cal disgrace in 2001. This Argentinean crisis has been considered
by many as an example of the failure of economic reforms. We will
show in this note that Argentina's most recent failure can be ex
plained by halfhearted and inconsistent economic reforms that pre
vented the country from reaching desirable economic and social
outcomes.
We find it important to have a closer look at the economic develop
ments of this country between 1991 and 2000, so that other govern
ments in developing and transition economies will not
misinterpret Argentina's experience and abstain from pursuing
free market policies and reforms, thereby making bad policy
choices. An examination of the causes of the crisis could also re
duce the risk of future policy mistakes and possible financial crisis.

Edilberto L. Segura
SigmaBleyzer
Chief Economist & Director, Kiev Office
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Initial Achievements of Economic Reforms
In 1991, after his 1989 electoral victory, President Menem carried
out major economic reforms, including business deregulation, liber
alization of prices and foreign trade, privatization, public adminis
tration reform and financial sector reform. All of these were highly
praised free market reforms.
In addition, the government introduced the "convertibility plan"
in 1991. It introduced a "currency board" foreign exchange system,
fixing by law the exchange rate of the Peso to the US Dollar at 1:1.
Given that inflation was still running at high rates, the Peso be
came quickly overvalued from its inception.
In 1992 and 1993, the fiscal budget was kept under control. The gov
ernment introduced a number of sound fiscal measures, including
the removal of tax exemptions and subsidies, increases in
valueadded taxes, improvements in tax administration, improve
ments in civil service efficiency, and the transfer of health & educa
tion to provinces. The fiscal budget situation was also supported by
the privatization of 90% of state enterprises between 1991 and
1994. These privatizations brought in $20 billion to the fiscal bud
get accounts. This good fiscal performance was achieved despite
the fact that President Menem had inherited a large public debt in
1991, which had reached $64 billion or 39% of GDP by then.
Based on sound economic reforms, GDP accelerated to 10% in 1992,
and to 5% in both 1993 and 1994. Inflation was brought down to
4% by 1994. However, these high rates of GDP growth did not help
employment, with unemployment increasing from 7% in 1991 to
11% in 1994. This reflected the fact that GDP growth was driven
mainly by increases in consumption caused by an overvalued Peso,
rather than by significant expansion of productive activities.

Vulnerability to External Shocks
Given the inflexibilities under a currency board foreign exchange
system, the 1994–95 Mexican crisis seriously affected Argentina.
The country lost international reserves, which led to a reduction in
the monetary base. This reduction tightened commercial bank li
quidity; interest rates increased, asset prices fell, and bank depos
its declined. If Argentina had switched to a more flexible exchange
rate system when inflation was reduced to single digit levels, all of
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the external factors would have been minimized. But it did not,
with the endorsement of the international financial institutions.
In addition to the impact of the Mexican crisis on Argentina, infla
tion rates of 4% in 1994 and 3% in 1995 led to further overvalu
ation of the Peso. This overvaluation came on top of the initial
overvaluation of 1991. These overvaluations led to lack of competi
tiveness, which affected production, employment and reduced the
growth of exports.
Without the benefits of devaluation as an economic policy tool, the
main alternative policy instrument to regain competitiveness
would have been significant wage and price reductions. But due to
a failure to carry out sufficient labor market reforms, wages were
not flexible enough to preserve competitiveness. Furthermore, the
currency board system prevented Argentina from expanding the
money supply as a means to stimulate economic activity. As a re
sult, GDP growth deteriorated and dropped to –2.8% in 1995. GDP
recovered in 1996–98, only to fall again after 1999. Furthermore,
unemployment increased from 11% in 1994 to 18% in 1995 (there
after, it increased gradually to 22% by 2002.)
Nevertheless, with significant international financial assistance,
Argentina was able to endure the crisis and maintain its fixed ex
change rate system.

Policy Failures after 1995
After 1995, President Menem, already in his second presidential
term, failed to carry out the necessary fiscal budget and monetary
policies to deal with the high public debt he had inherited, and the
lack of competitiveness of the economy arising from the overvalu
ation of the Peso.
In fact, consolidated deficits were not excessive, if they were mea
sured only by their share of GDP. As a percent of GDP, according to
official IMF figures, the consolidated fiscal deficits were –1.9% in
1994, –3.1% in 1995, –3.6% in 1996, –2.4 % in 1997, –2.5% in 1998
and –4.7% in 1999. But the sum of these ratios during this period
amounted to 18 percentage points. In dollar terms, the sum of the
fiscal deficits amounted to $50 billion between 1994 and 1999.
These deficits were financed by public borrowings, which led to an
increase in public debt that was already at high levels. In fact, pub
lic debt increased by $45 billion during the same period, from $90
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billion in 1994 (35% of GDP) to $135 billion in 1999 (or 47% of
GDP.) Public debt as a percentage of GDP increased by 12 percent
age points, from 35% to 47% of GDP. But since public debt is a stock
number, whereas deficits are flows, in order to make the 12 percent
age points of public debt increase comparable to the 18 percentage
points of cumulative fiscal deficits during the period, it is neces
sary to add to the debt ratio increase the effect of the 10% in
creases in GDP during this period. This effect brings the comparable
increase in the public debt ratio to approximately 17 percentage
points, a number similar to the cumulative fiscal deficits. It is clear
from these numbers that the driving force behind the overindebt
edness of Argentina was the fiscal deficits. Of the $135 billion of
public debt in 1999, $85 billion was external public debt.
In addition to fiscal deficits, private sector expenditures were also
excessive, driven in part by the overvaluation of the peso, which
made imports relatively cheap. The combination of fiscal deficits
and excess private sector expenditures led to high current account
deficits in the balanceofpayments. According to the statistics of
the Ministry of Economy of Argentina, current account deficits
were highly negative, reaching –11% of GDP in 1994, –5% of GDP in
1995, –7% of GDP in 1996, –12% of GDP in 1997, –15% of GDP in
1998, and –12% of GDP in 1999. In most developing countries, a sus
tained current account deficit in excess of 3% of GDP can be consid
ered imprudent.
A portion of these large current account deficits was financed by
large foreign direct investments, which increased from $4 billion in
1994 to $25 billion in 1999, averaging about $9 billion per year dur
ing this period. But a large portion of the current account deficits
was also financed by external debt, both public and private. In fact,
external debtboth public and privatereached $147 billion by
1999, or 47% of GDP. Of this amount, $85 billion was public and $60
billion was private debt. A large portion of this external debt was in
the form of Eurobonds purchased by small investors principally in
Europe, a fact that led European investors to withdraw from emerg
ing markets securities after Argentina defaulted on this debt.
Although Argentina's level of debt as a percent of GDP may have
been considered reasonable for advanced countries or for ex
portoriented developing countries, it was quite large for Argen
tina, given the fact that the level of exports of the country is small.
Exports represented only 12% of GDP in 1999. As a result, external
debt service was large, amounting to 75% of exports, a ratio three
times higher than that considered "prudent" by most financial
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institutions. Furthermore, most external debt had a relatively
short maturity, with the result that in 1999, debt service obliga
tions amounted to 10% of GDP, a ratio twice the size considered
"prudent."
The inadequacy of the government's fiscal deficits was also re
flected by the fact that they exceeded the levels consistent with
the IMF monetary programming models. Nevertheless, the IMF con
sistently waived its own fiscal budget conditionality, driven princi
pally by political considerations.
Powerful provinces contributed to the fiscal deficits, which were
also financed by external debt (using future federal receipts under
the federal tax sharing system as guarantees) and by issuing "pro
vincial" currency. Provincial fiscal deficits reflected large increases
in provincial public employment, which increased by 20% between
1995 and 2001 (from 1.12 million workers to 1.35 million workers.)
A good portion of the fiscal deficits was also caused by increasingly
high public debt service.
By 1999, Argentina was already in serious trouble.
Faced with large debt service payments, high current account defi
cits and a fixed exchange rate, a proper policy response by the gov
ernment would have been to incur surpluses in its fiscal budget, or
at least to achieve a zero balance. But this was not done, due to
strong political pressures from vested interests.
In addition to its lack of fiscal budget discipline, Argentina was un
able to implement other economic reforms, particularly on labor
matters. The country had high severance payments, centralized bar
gaining for wages, high wages and high wage taxes. This discour
aged investments and should have been removed, since significant
labor flexibility is necessary under currency boards systems be
cause it represents one of the few policy tools available to the coun
try to correct economic disequilibrium. Some progress in labor
reform was made in 2000–2001 — with wage tax reductions improv
ing labor market flexibility — but the reforms were insufficient
and too late.
With high unemployment, 17.2% of households in greater Buenos
Aires had income below the poverty line in 1995, with the unem
ployment ratio increasing to 20.8% by 2000, and 53% by 2002.
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In 2000, the Government wanted to use IMF and other official fi
nancing to avoid default. Consequently, in December 2000, Argen
tina promised fiscal and other reforms in order to secure IMF
financing. Based on government promises and its own poor eco
nomic modeling, the IMF and other financial institutions granted a
$40 billion loan to Argentina in December 2000. The IMF justified
its 2000 financing on the basis of overoptimistic GDP growth projec
tions and low interest rates forecasts. These unrealistic assump
tions led IMF staff to assure its Board of Directors that Argentina
would be able to deal with its debt situation. These assumptions on
its own programming model would be highly criticized later on by
reviewers of the crisis. In fact, the availability of IMF financing may
have delayed the implementation of necessary economic reforms
by the government.

The Unfolding of the Crisis
By late 2000, international confidence in Argentina was already de
clining. The country found it harder to continue its heavy borrow
ing and carried out an arbitrary and costly debt swap, which was
treated as a de facto default.
In 2001, the government introduced a number of measures to re
gain confidence. The peg to the Dollar was changed to onehalf Dol
lars and onehalf Euros, with the expectation that this change may
help correct the overvaluation of the Peso. The government set
preferential exchange rates for exporters to encourage exports. It
also introduced capital flow controls, confiscated part of the assets
of private pension funds to pay for state wages, increased import
tariffs on consumption goods, introduced new taxes on bank check
ing accounts, and reduced taxes on production.
Despite these measures, the situation deteriorated during 2001as
the measures lacked credibility, particularly on fiscal deficits (both
at the central and provincial levels.) Investors' sentiments hard
ened even more and they were unwilling to continue to provide refi
nancing. As a result, in December 2001, the central and provincial
governments of Argentina defaulted on their $132 billion foreign
debt, the largest debt default in history. In November 2002, Argen
tina defaulted on its World Bank loans. The IMF stopped further
lending to Argentina. During 2001–2002, the stock market col
lapsed, with the stock exchange MSCI index dropping from 2000 in
1999 to 400 in 2002.
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In early 2002, the country abandoned the currency peg, leading to a
sharp devaluation. It also froze bank deposits and converted Dollar
deposits to Pesos, at unfavorable exchange rates. These measures
caused a major political crisis, with the result that the President re
signed and several other Presidents were changed in the following
months.
In April 2003, the governor of a small province of Argentina was
elected President, with only 22% of the votes. A member of the
Peronistic party, as governor he had significantly increased provin
cial public employment, with over 50% of the labor forced em
ployed by the provincial government. Although the province did
not run deficits, large provincial financing was available from its
large oil production.
Based on past experience, it is unclear whether the new govern
ment will have the political will to introduce the reforms needed,
particularly:
(1) To implement a fiscal budget that can be maintained on a
sustainable basis, based on plausible economic projections.
This would require reform of the fiscal budget relationships
with the provinces, a reduction in the size of the public sec
tor and reform of the tax system.
(2) To carry out adequate monetary policies, by an independent
central bank that would be able to control money supply
and inflation.
(3) To maintain a flexible foreign exchange rate system.
(4) To reach a satisfactory agreement with the holders of exter
nal debt.
(5) To successfully deal with the insolvency of the banking sys
tem and the claims of depositors.

Conclusions
The main policy failures incurred by the Argentinean Government
during the 1990's could be summarized as follows:
• Argentina failed to maintain a sufficiently prudent fiscal pol
icy that effectively restrained increases in public debt.
• The large and irresponsible increases in foreign debt made Ar
gentina even more vulnerable to international crises.
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• The government failed to set a proper parity between the Peso
and the Dollar when the convertibility plan was introduced. As a
result, the Argentinean Peso was overvalued from its inception,
making the country less competitive. Competitiveness loss was
increased by inflation during the early years of the program and
by the devaluations in Mexico in 1994. This led to low export
growth, high imports and large current account deficits.
• The currency board arrangement made Argentina even more vul
nerable to international crises, particularly the 1994 Mexico cri
sis. For political and historical reasons, the country failed to
softland its fixed exchange rate in 1994 and devalue the cur
rency to remain competitive, as other countries did.
• Minor but inadequate reforms in wages and prices prevented the
country from regaining its competitiveness.
The above review of policy choices made by Argentina during the
1990's shows that the current economic and financial crisis can be
explained by the incomplete and inconsistent implementation of
economic reforms by the government. They prevented the country
from reaching desirable economic and social outcomes from the
good reforms undertaken in the early 1990's.
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